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By Order No. P8C·95·0034·li'OJ·TP, iaaued January 9 , 1995, the 
Commi••ion decided variou• i••u•• related to switched access 
interconnection and local tran•port. The parties have filed 
motionst tor reconaideration and responaea to those motions 
regarding the final order in thi• docket . This recormnendation 
addreaaea the relevant motion• under each applicable issue as set 
forth below. 

'D""IP or UYIR 

The appropriate atandard tor review for a motion tor 
reconsideration ia that which ia ••t forth in Diamgnd CAb Co. y . 
£ins~, 146 So. 2d 889 (Pla. 1962) . The purpose of a motion for 
reconaideration i• to bring to the att ention of the CODIDission some 
material and relevant point of tact or law which was overlooked, or 
which it tailed to conaider when it rendered the order in the first 
instance. 8aa QiAmQnd Ceh Co. y. ling, 146 So. 2d 889 (Fla. 1962); 
Pingree y. Quaintapce, 394 So. 2d 161 (Pla 1st DCA l98l). It is 
not an appropriato venue tor rehashing matters which were already 
considered, or t'or rai•ing imnaterial matters which even it adopted 
would not materially change the outcome ot the case. 
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DIICQ81IQI Ol IIIQIB 

XIIQI 1a Should the LBCs be required to file zone-specific cost 
information in aupport of their zone den.ity pricing tariffs? If 
so, should a 90-day extenaion of the due date for filing tariffs b€ 
granted? [IGRBR) 

: .... ~. t • • • ., • a No. Tbe LBCs should be permitted to file average 
incremental ca.t data in support of their zone density pricing 
tariffs. To tbe extent that the proposed rates for each of the 
zone• differ from the average incremental oo•t data provided, the 
LBC• mu•t provide information •ufficient to reflect how the cost:s 
for each zoae differ from the average. Such information should 
include the key cost driver•, a description of the extent to which 
each key coat driver variea by zone , and an estimate of how the 
incremental co•t woul.d vary by zone ba•ed on the zone-to-zone 
differences in the value of the key cost drivers. Since zone
specific coat atudiea are not required, no e.xtension of time is 
necessary. Tbe zoae denaity pricing tariffs and cost support 
should be filed u part o~ the Local Tranaport Restructure tariffs 
no later than 90 daya following the i••uance of the order codifying 
this recommendation. The cost •upport •hould be clearly noted as 
to which portion pertaiD8 to zone density pricing. 

STAll ''I&JIIIa In Order No. PSC-95-0034-POP-TP, the Commission 
approved the concept of zone denoity pricing for switched access 
interconnection, and ordered ·the LBCs to file tariffs within 90 
days of the i••uance of the final order in Phase II of this 
proceeding. Zone density pricing allows the LBCs to base their 
switched acce•• rates on the density of DS1s in a given central 
office. Tbu•, rates would vary from central office to central 
office. However, all interconnectors in a given office would pay 
the same rate•. 

GTB Plorida Incorporated (GTBPL) filed a Request for 
Clarification and Reque•t for Bxteneion, If Necee•ary regarding the 
portion of Order No. PSC-95-0034-POP-TL that requires the LBCs to 
file zone density pricing pl&D8. United Telephone Compa.ny .:tnd 
Central Telephone Company of Florida (Unit ed/Centel) f iled a Motion 
for Reconsideration or In the Alternative MOtion for Bxtension of 
Time regarding the •ame 8ubject matter. Since United/Centel 's 
motion was filed one day after the last day for reconsideration, 
staff will treat United/Centel's motion as a request tor extension 
of time to comply with the order . 
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Specifically, the paragraph in question states: 

Within 90 days following the issuance of this Order or 
the Order on reconsideration of this Order , whichever is 
later, the LBC. shall be required to file their zone 
density pricing tariffs, including supporting incremental 
costs [sic) data. In aMition, to the extent possible, 
each L8C aball identify the amount of any c~ets such as 
groups [sic) apecific costs, that, while not directly 
attributable to one of these elements, is associated with 
this service. (Order, p. 45) 

United/08Dtel states that it can support its proposed zone 
specific rates with ayerage incremental cost data within the 
specified period (i.e., no later than 90 days following the 
issuance of the final order), but zono-spaciCic cost data will 
require additional time. However, iC it is the Commission • s intent 
that United/Centel's zone-density pricing tarifCs be supported by 
zone-specific cost studies, United/Centel will require six months 
to prepare this data, or 180 days. 

GTBPL asked for clarification of the Coamission • s Order. The 
first request Cor clarification concerns zone density pricing 
tariffs. GTBPL points out that the Order approves zone density 
pricing for the local transport elements of switched access and 
directs the LBCs to use the PCC's zone density pricing concept as 
a guide. If LBCtJ wish to deviate from the PCC scheme, they must 
identify variations and justify them. (Order at 65.) 

GTBPL argues that, at the Cederal level, LBCs were generally 
not required to file cost studies to support their zone pricing 
filings. However, this Commission has directed LBCs to include 
•supporting incremental cost data• with their zone density tariffs. 
Because this Commission mandate is itselC a variation from the FCC 
concept, GTBPL states that it is unclear as to its eCCect. GTBPL 
assumes that it need only file one set of costs to support its zone 
tiling, rather than zone-specific cost studies. GTBPL argues that 
it can discern no good reason for zone-specific studies. As the 
Company understands the Order, the Commission is primarily 
concerned with cost differentials between switched transport 
options , rather than between aones. 

GTBPL also requests a 90-day extension if the Commission does 
expect zone·sr.cific studies. The Company argues that if zone 
specific stud es are required tor Florida, they will neeu to be 
developed from scratch. This is a very complex process that will 
take at least six months. 
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GTEPL baa alao requested clarification concerning the 
relationship between the local transport restructure (LTR) and zone 
density pricing filings. The Company states that the Order seems 
to contemplate two separate filings--one for LTR and one for zone 
pricing. Bowev.r, in practical terms, it seems that only one 
filing would be necea .. ry. This tariff filing would set forth each 
switched traru1p0rt element in association with three different 
rates, according to the · zone in which a customer is located. 
Before GTBPL begtns to develop ita tariff revisions, it would like 
to know whether cme or two filings are required. It two are 
required, the Company asks the Commission to clarify the 
relationship that is auppoaed to exist between rates in the LTR 
filing and those in the zone pricing filing. 

Staff agrees with the companies that average incremental cost 
studies should be filed with the zone density pricing plans. Staff 
cannot detect wbat portion ot the Order leads the companies to 
believe it would be nec .. aary to file zone-specific cost studies, 
and assumes the companies are acting in an abundance of caution in 
seeking clarification of this point. We do not intend this to be 
a burdensome process; however, we do wish to have an opportunity to 
review and analyze coat data in support of the rates, even though 
it may not have been provic1ec1 at the federal level . The intent of 
the requireme.nt to submit incremental cost data was to enable staff 
to determine to what extent the specific zones and associated rates 
were supported by underlying coat characteristics. 

Our concern is that rates should be above incremental cost. 
We must caution the LICa that it any of the proposed zone rates, 
particularly zone 1 rates, are below the average incremental cost 
for all zones, the burden will be on the LBCs to demonstrate how 
the costs tor that zone differ from the average. Similarly, the 
LBCs must be able to support that the rates tor zone 3 are 
reasonable in relation to zone 1 and 2 rates. It will be 
sufficient to identify the key cost drivers, describe the extent to 
which each key coat driver varies by zone, and estimate how the 
incremental cost would vary · by zone based on the zone - to- zone 
differences in the value of the key cost drivers . 

The companies have requested an extension to file if zone 
specific cost studies are required. Since such studies have not 
been requested, no extension of the 90-day filing date is 
necessary. 

Additionally, the zone density pricing tariff may be filed as 
part of the LTR tariff. The rates are an integral part of the LTR 
tariff , so it would make no sense to fil e a separate tariff. 
However , staff does wish to see the coat data clearly identified •• 
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being in support of the zone density pricing portion of the tariff, 
so that a aeparate analyaia may be undertaken. This data does not 
need to be filed aeparately. 

Staff recQII!Mnda that the LBCs should be permitted to file 
average incre~BeDtal coat data in support of their zone density 
pricing tariff&. To the extent that the proposed rates for each of 
the zones differ from the average incremental cost data provided, 
the LBCs must provide information sufficient to reflect how the 
costs tor each zone differ from the average. Such information 
should include the key coat drivers, a description of the extent to 
which each key coat driver varies by zone, and an estimate of how 
the incremental coat would vary by zone baaed on the zone-to-zone 
differences in the value of the key coat drivers. Since zone 
specific coat atudiea are not required, no extension ia necessary. 
The zone density pricing tariffs and coat support should be filed 
as part of the Local Transport Restructure tariffs no lat er than 90 
days following the ia•uance of the order codifying this 
recommendation. Tbe coat support should be clearly noted as to 
which portion pertains to zone density pricing. 
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:tSBVI a. Should the Coamission grant IAC Is Motion for Partial 
Reconsideration of Order No. PSC-95-0034-FOF-TP regarding DS3-DS1 
cross-over pointa? (NORTON] 

• .~· • I • II of 0 • No. Reconsideration is unnecessary because the 
Order does not presume that a DS3-DS1 pricing ratio in the range of 
14-21 would be reasonable. Therefore no reconsideration is 
necessary. Bow.ver, in an abundance of caution and given IAC 's 
concern that the language in the order might be construed to 
•prejudge• rates or croas-over points, staff recommends deleting 
the language on page 58 of the order which reads: •we expect 
efficient croaa-over points to fall in ranges between 14 and 21, 
which ia approximately 50-75t ·capacity utilization at the economic 
cross-over point. we expect any proposals that substantially 
differed from tbat range to be thoroughly supported. • 

S1'AD' mx,xexaa IAC filed a timely motion for •partial 
reconsideration• stating that it generally supported the Final 
Order and ita conclu•ions on local transport restructure . However, 
it seeks reconsideration of one element of the decision: the Pinal 
Order's statement at page 58 that a DS3-DS1 pricing ratio in the 
range of 14-21 would be presumed reasonable . lAC further states 
that a •14-21 ratio is not supported by the record in this 
proceeding and is inconsistent with the goals expressed by the 
Commission in the Pinal Order.• In its motion, IAC revi~wed and 
lauded the analysis and conclusions that led the Commission to 
require incremental cost studies to be filed by the LBCs and the 
guidelines it would apply to determine appropriate rates when 
filed. IAC then goes on to say: 

Had the Commission stopped there, IAC believes that it 
would have clearly eatabliahed the criteria to judge 
refiled tariffa and obligated the LBCs to provide the 
information to do so. However, in a later section of the 
Pinal Order, the Camnisaion effectively prejudges the 
result of this investigation .. . 

IAC states that ita concern reats with the following statement: 

We expect efficient cross-over points to fall in ranges 
between 14 and 21, which is approximately 50-75t capacity 
utilization at the economic cross-over point . ( ~rder, p. 
58) 

In support of its Motion, IAC argues that there is no 
testimony in the record supporting a DS3-DS1 cross -over range of 
14-21, nor doea the record aupport a fill factor of 50-75t. lAC 
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cites several iutance• c1uring cross examination where Sprint 
witness Rock's proposec1 fill factor of 79t was c1iscussec1, but was 
not attackec1 by either the SBT witness or the SBT attorney. IAC 
concludes that • (a) a a result, the record of this proc69ding 
contains unquestioned testimony that the current capacity 
utilization factor is 79 percent.• (Motion, p. 6) 

LAC argue• that the 14-21 cross-over range used in the Final 
Order is inconsistent with the finc1ings and policies ot the order. 
and tbat the record shows that the cro•s-over ratio should exceed 
22:1 based on existing •network utilization factors. • Citing a 
different cro••-over ratio therefore represents a •potential 
prejudgment of an ~rtant tariff review issue.• IAC thus asks 
the Ccmnission to •reconsic1er that portion of the Pinal Order which 
references cross-over ratios in the range of 14-21 to be 
acceptable. Tbe Coanission should modify the Pinal Order to remove 
the presumption of reasonableness of the 14-21 cross-over ratios 
and reserve judgment until it has reviewed the required cost data. • 
(IAC Motion, p. 8) 

Unitec1 and centel (UTP/CTP) filed a joint Memorandum in 
Opposition to lAC's Motion for Partial Reconsideration, and 
Bell South (SBT) al•o filec1 a response. UTF /CTP argue that the 
Motion should be deniec1 because it fails to show some point the 
Conmission failec1 to consic1er, or which it overlooked when it 
issued its order. UTP/CTP argue that IAC is attempting to reargue 
a point becautle it disagrees wi tb the order . UTP I CTP c i tee 
Teleport witness Andreassi's testimony that Teleport prices its 
DS3-DSl services such that the cross-over points range between 3.17 
and 7.8, arguing that this constitutes evidence supporting lower 
cross-over ratios than tho•e advocated by IAC. 

UTP /CTP also point out that IAC • s Motion fails to consider the 
full context of the goals expressed in the order, citing the 
tollowing passage from page 58 of the order·: 

... we do not believe that a single criterion is 
sufficient by itself upon which to set a rate. Rather, 
all relevant factors should be considered in setting 
prices for Local Transport rate elemen.ts. 

UTP/CTP therefore request that the Commission deny IAC's Motion . 

In its response, SBT rebuts IAC's assertion that the 
Coamission•s statement at page 58 ot the order was a •presumption, • 
stating that the orc1er itself calls the 14-21 range an 
•expectation,• not a presumption. By way of contrast , SBT cites 
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the PCC'a declaration that a 9.6 093-081 ratio is appropriate, as 
more properly characterizing a •presumption• than this Coumission 1 s 
order. SBT also recited the support and analyses that this order 
required to be tiled along with the coat studies, noting that if 
the language in the order was intended to be a presumption, such 
support would not have been required, and on that basis, IAC 1

S 

Motion is untOUDdecS. 

In addition, SBT argues that there is ample record to support 
a 14-21 range bad the Commission determined it to be reasonable. 
SBT takes i•aue with IAC's conclusions concerning the 79t percent 
fill factor te•tified to by witness Rock. SBT cites Late Piled 
Bxhibit 30 and •co•t data aubnitted by Southern Bell in the context 
of discovery• aa containing utilization factorg supported by SBT, 
in the record, and unrebutted by any party. SBT concludes that 
•the Commi88iOD'8 expectation as to the cross-over range was not 
intended to ri•e to the level of a presumption and therefore there 
is no need for reconsideration on this point, • and that IAC 1 s 
•petition• should be denied. 

Staff does not believe that the Coomission thought it was 
bound, nor should it be bound, to approve LBC proposed rates simply 
because the calculated erose-over points fall between 14:1 and 21: l 
ratios. {A cro•a-over point of 14 in this instance means that 
rates for 08-18 and OS-3a are such that when a customer has 14 
OS-ls it become• economic to •cross over• to a OS-3. There are the 
equivalent of 28 DS- 1s in ·a single DS-3 circuit.) The language in 
the order waa intended to be clarifying rather than directive. In 
that this language may have confused the issue, however, staff 
recoumenda that this language be struck. The paragraph that 
contains the language that is the source of IAC 1 s concern reads in 
full: 

We do not t hink it is appropriate to arbitrarily set a 
single cross-over point to be applied unifo~y to all 
LBC8 for all tranaport services . However, LBCs shall in 
their tariff filing• make a showing that explains why the 
cross-over points achieved in their pricing proposals are 
appropriate for their netwo·rk or for their competitive 
situation. We expaat affiaieDt aroaa•ovar poiata to fall 
iA r&DgU betwaea 14 aad 21, wbiah ia approxiaataly 50· 
75' a.paoity utilinticm at tJae aacmc.io oroaa-ovar 
poiAt. •• a:wpaot aay proponla that aubataDt1a11y 
41ffuad fro. that raaga to be t.boroughl.y supported. 
(Order, p. 58--language to be struck is in bold) 

As noted by Southern Bell in its response, the order also 
requires co•t support as well as several analyses justitying their 
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proposed prices. Staff will review the required analyses, and 
request any furtbtn: data and support that we deem necessary to 
ensure that the tariffs comport with all the guidelines set forth 
in the Commissioo's order. We will review information on existing 
as well as efficient fill factora on both DS-1 and DS-3 circuits . 
This will help us evaluate the contribution levels in the proposed 
rates. If efficient cross-over points fall between 14 and 21, we 
will recommend such. If efficiency requires different rates such 
that cross-over points fall outside that range, staff will 
recommend that to the Commission. 

Staff reec•••nCJs that the Coamission not grant reconsideration 
to XAC, because the original intent and decision by the Commission 
have not chaDgec1. However., in an abundance of caution so as not to 
mislead, the staff rec~nde that the COIIIIlisei.on, on its own 
motion, strike the language on page 58 which reads, •we expect 
efficient cross-over points to fall in ranges between 14 and 21 , 
which is approximately S0-7St capacity utilization at the economic 
cross-over point . we expect any proposals that substantially 
differed from that range to be thoroughly supported.• 
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ISSQI 3a Should the Commission grant Teleport's and Intermedia's 
Motions for Recoo.ideratlon regarding its interpretation that 
Sections 364.335 and 364.337, Florida Statutes, prohibit alternate 
access veDdora from interconnecting with the LBC switch for the 
provision of switched access? (CANZANO] 

·. --.lt1• ' ' • f. • a No. The Motions for Reconsideration by Teleport 
and Interiii8C1ia should be denied. Neither motion raises a material 
and relevant point of fact or iaw which was overlooked or which the 
Commission failed to consider when it rendered the order in the 
first instance. 

STAll 'D'DIIa Teleport COiliiiUllicationa Group, Inc. (Teleport ) and 
Intermec1ia Communications ot Florida, Inc. (Intermedia) have filed 
Motions for Reconsideration regarding the Commission's 
interpretation in Order No. PSC-95-0034-FOP-TP that alternate 
access vendors (AAVs) are prohibited by law from interconnecting 
with the local exchange company switch tor the provision of 
switched access service. BellSouth Telecoamunications, Inc. d/b/a 
Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company (Southern Bell) filed 
a Memorandum in Opposition to those motions. 

Intermec1ia states that the 

purpose of a motion for reconsideration is not to rc3rgue 
the merits of the case, but to afford the Commission the 
opportunity to avoid fundamental error. In addressing 
fundamental error • . . , ICI will focus on why the 
Commiaaion'• decision is fundamentally flawed, not why 
previously advanced positions should have been embraced. 

Intermedia is merely attempting to rehash matters simply because it 
disagrees with the Commission's decision. Sections 364.335 and 
364.337, Florida Statutes, carve out a specific niche of 
telecommunications services in which an AAV can compete with the 
LBCa. Staff believes that the AAVs are merely attempting to 
enlarge that niche. 

Teleport and Intermedia challenge the Commission's 
interpretation of the controlling statutes . Specifically, Section 
364.337(3) (a), Plorida Statutes, states that 

'alternate access vendor services • means the provision of 
private line service between an entity and its facilities 
at another location or dedicated access service between 
an end-user and an interexchange carrier by other than a 
local exchanga telecommunications company ... 
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In addition, private line service is defined in Section 364.335(3), 
Florida Statutes, as 

any point-to-point aervice dedicated to the exclusive use 
of the eDd-uaer for the transmission of any public 
telecommunicationa service. 

The Commiaaion held that 

. . • switched access transport is not dedicated 
transport aDd c1oes not meet the statutory requirements in 
Sections 364.335 and 364.337. To allow AAVs switched 
access interconnection would be adding a switch between 
an AAV anc1 the end-user . The AAV's position is, in 
essence, a mere extenaion of the AAV's network into the 
switched service• arena. (Order, p. 23) 

Bssentially, Intermedia .ancS Teleport set forth two primary 
arguments in their motions . Specifically, they contend that local 
transport constitutes the provision of private line service and 
that an :rxc is an end-user within the meaning of the statute. 
Other arguments that they set forth will also be .addressed. 

Southern Bell asserts that the motions should be denied 
because both failec1 to ic1entify any error in the Commission's legal 
determination of the meaning of the statute. Both motions failed 
entirely to raiae any matter that the Commission has overlooked in 
reaching the cSeciaion that the plain language of Section 364.337 
prohibita AAVI from carrying switched access traffic . Instead, 
Southern Bell states that both parties •embark upon a variety of 
abstruse attempts to establish points that, in the final analysis, 
are simply irrelevant to the core statutory interpretation of the 
Order.• (Southern Bell R~sponse Motion, p. 4) 

I . LOCAL TBANSPOJtT 

Teleport contenda that local transport constitutes the 
provision of private line service between an entit y and its 
facilities. In its reconaid~ration motion, Teleport reiterates 
this argument which it set forth starting on page 8 of its 
posthearing brief. The Commission specifically rejected Teleport's 
contention that local transport constitutes provision of private 
line service on page• 22 and 23 of the Order. 

Southern Bell notes that in its posthearing brief, Intermedia 
made the creative, albeit implausible, argument that the transport 
of traffic from a LBC central office, or end office, to an IXC 
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should not be viewed as an access service, either special or 
switched, but rather as a private line service. The CODmission 
rejected this argument in its Order. Further, the Cozmrlssion 
focused upon the type of traffic that AAVs can legally carry. 

The Order provides that ·switched access service consists of 
four major rate elements: carrier Cammon Line, Local Switching, 
Local Transport and Busy Hour Minute of capacity. (Order, p. 48) 
Bssentially, Inte%'1Dedia ~ Teleport seek to isolate the local 
transport compol1ent fran the definition of switched access service. 
Once separated, they seek to redefine this portion of access 
service as private line service. The Coamission rejec ted this 
notion and ill8tead looked at the entire transmission path to 
detennine whether there was private line or dedicated service. 

With expanded interconnection for switched access, the 
customer control• the destination of a transmission by 
way of the LBC'• switch, in that it could be any local 
call or a long-distance call. Thus, the end-user i s not 
beip,g provided, dedicated griyate line service or special 
access. Section 364.337 states that AAVs can provide 
only private line service or special access service 
between an end-user and an interexchange carrier. 
(Order, pp. 22 and 23) 

Further, the Commission reached the same conclusion upon analyzing 
Intermedia' s position, specifically that if the transmission passes 
from the end-user through the LBC's switch, it is a switched 
service which the AAV is prohibited from transporting. ~ Order, 
p. 26. 

In its MOtion for Reconsideration, Teleport reargues that an 
AAV can provide local transport services from an IXC's office to 
the • IXC' a switched access facilities at a local exchange carrier's 
office,• because an AAV would be providing private line service. 
First, this concept was rejected in the Order. Second, Teleport 
twists definitiona. An IXC has a point of presence to which AAVs 
carry special ace••• · AAVa are also permitted to provide private 
line service between two of an IXC's POPS. The IXC is prohibited 
from switching at the local exchange level. AAVs have always had 
the ability to trAIUiport switched traffic between a single IXC's 
points of presence. If an IXC interconnects at the LBC's central 
.office, the IXC is not an end-user. 

Another question raised by Teleport is whether t he private 
line is connected to the IXC's facilities . Teleport states that 
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switched access facilities, called Feature Groups, will be ordered 
by the IXC. Thus, Teleport asserts that thta IXC must be the 
customer of record for these feature groups so that its 
presubscribed customers can reach it over those facilities. If the 
AAV were the customer of record then only customers presubscribed 
to the AAV would be completed t t that facility. Thu~, Teleport 
continues, the reature Groups are facilities used by the IXC, and 
the AAV-provi4e4 private line connects to them as permitted by the 
rule. · 

Staff believes that Teleport's assertion tails. There is no 
private line connected to the IXC's facilities as discussed above. 
Again, although the IXC may order services and be a customer in 
that sense, the IXC is not the end-user ot the toll service; thus, 
it is not a private line service . Teleport admits to transporting 
switched traffic on the interstate level which is permitted; 
however, Teleport, like all AAVs, is prohibited from transporting 
switched traffic at the local exchange level. 

Intermedia argues that the Commission committed a fundamental 
error when it ruled that an AAV may not provide dedicated transport 
of switched access traffic from its point ot collocation to an 
IXC's point of presence. Intermedia asserts tha~ the Commission 
confused legal interpretation with policy analysis and misconstrued 
its own orders when it announced as a matter of law a definition ot 
end-user not contemplated by the legislature and inconsistent with 
how the Commission viewe4 that term in the past. 

I ntermec1ia asserts that the Commission misapprehends the 
meaning of the two AAV orders. (Order Nos. 24877 and 25546) 
Intermedia contends that . the Orders clarify that in determining 
whether a service is dedicated, the key is what happens to the 
traffic once it enters the AAV's network. Intermedia states in its 
reconsideration motion that 

If an actual or virtual dedicated transmission path is 
guaranteed,, then the AAV may provide it; it the AAV 
cannot guarantee that the 4edicated path is invulnerable 
to alteration by the end-user ot t he path, then it is not 
a private line. (Intermedia Reconsideration Motion, pg 4) 

Intermedia cites to l anguage in the AAV order that states that AAVs 
are viewed to be prohibited from providing switched trattic from 
within their networks. As stated previously, the Commission held 
that the AAV's position is, in essence, a mere extension of 
the AAV's network into the switched services arena. Although 
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Intermedia believe• the Commission misconstrues its own orders, 
Xntermedia makea an interesting point. Indeed, it is precisely 
because an AAV cannot guarantee the path is invulnerable to 
alteration by the end-uaer that the Commission held that the path 
is not 4ec1icated. In conatruing the statutory provisions, the 
Commission looked to the entire tranamisaion path starting from the 
end-user, not solely from the point the AAV receives its portion to 
traneport, to determine whether or not there is private line 
service or 8pecial access service. 

In re•ponae to Intermedia's arguments. Southern Bell states 
that although the prospect of the Commission misconstruing it own 
orders i• unlikely, even if Intermedia is correct, this point: 
ultimately doe• not matter. Southern Bell argues that because the 
Commission'• interpretation of Sections 364.335 and 364.337 is 
correct, the portion of the Order construing past decisions is 
fundamentally impeachable. Staff agrees with Southern Bell. 
Further, •taft believe• the Coumi.aaion interpreted its own orders 
and the •tatute correctly. 

Accordingly, Teleport and Intermedia have not raised a 
material and relevant point of fact or law that was overlooked or 
which the COIIID.ission failed to consider when it rendered the 
portion of it• Order regarding local transport. Therefore, staff 
recommends that Intermedia and Teleport's motions for 
reconaideration •hould be denied as to this issue. 

II. BHP-USQ. 

Teleport also assert• that the definition of end -user for 
operator service provider. should not be applied to access 
facilities. Teleport •••ert• that IXCs are end-users for access 
services . Staff believe• that Teleport merely disagrees with the 
Commission'• dete~tion that an IXC is not the ~nd-user tor 
private line aervice. 

Inte~ia contends that the Commission confused policy 
definitions with statutory interpretation in restricting the scope 
of the term •end-u.er.• Specifically, Intermedia take• issue wi th 
the Commission'• look at the definition of end-user referred to in 
the Operator Service Provider rules, because Intermedia asserts 
that the legislature had different objectives for regulating these 
entities. Staff believes that the Commission merely looked to this 
provision for guidance, because the statute do•s not define end
user. Staff •••erts that Intermedia twists definitions of end 
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uaer, aubaeriber, and customer in attempting to persuade the 
c~••ion that AAVs can transport a portion or switched tratfic. 1 

Staff agrees with the logic set forth by Southern Bell . 
Southern Bell notes that common sense dictates that the end-user 
ultimately obtaina a telecoamunicationa service, not an entity that 
buys a portion of a aervi~e and then repackages it tor resale. In 
this ca.e, the IXC is the provider or a service to an end-user. 
Acce•• i• a component of the service that ia purchaaed either from 
the LBC or AAV and then resold to the end-uaer. Southern Bell 
state• that the Commission defined end-user in the only logical 
manner. 

Accordingly, Teleport and Intermedia have not raised a 
material and relevant point of tact or law that was overlooked or 
which the Coamiaaion tailed to consider when it rendered the 
portion of ita Order regarding ita definition or end-user. 
Therefore, •taft recoaaenda that Intermedia and Teleport 1 s motions 
tor recona14eration 8hould be denied as to this issue . 

III. mtltDIDLINQ 'l'JWfSPO&T 

IntermecUa a••erts that the Coamission 1 s decision suffers from 
tund•Mntal error because it unbundle& transport from switching and 
then rejects that unbundling in ita interpreta tion of the statute. 
Although the Coamia•ion•a Order approves expanded interconnection 
whi ch would make it technically possible for a non-LBC to carry 
switched traffic without actually doing the switching, the Order 
does not change the clear· atatutory prohibition of any attempt by 
an AAV to carry thia traffic . Accordingly, Intermedia has not 
raised a material and relevant point of tact or law that was 
overlooked or which the Coamiaaion tailed to consider when it 
rendered the portion of ita Order regarding transport. Therefore, 

1 In fact , Intermedia uses a •Buclidean proof• in a footnote 
in ita motion to perauade the Commission that a subscriber is an 
end-user. (If A-B, and B•C, therefore A•C; If subscriber -
customer, and cu•tomer • end-user, therefore, subscriber - end
user) However, Intermedia • a attempt fails. The transition theorem 
requires all parts to be equal and herein lies the problem. The 
Commission defines these terms differently than Intermedia . Por 
example, a cuatomer of a service is not alway• the end- user and for 
that matter, neither is the subscriber. The •proof• fail• because 
all the parta of the equation are not equal. Thus, as the 
CODIIliaaion baa already determined, a subscriber of a service is not 
alway• an end-uaer of the aervice. 
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staff recoamenda that Intermedia • s motion tor reconsideration 
should be denied as to thia issue. 

IV. BYPASS BMTRIC'I'ION 

Intermedia state• that the bypass prohibition was driven by a 
desire to protect LIC awitching tram bypass, not transport. Again 
Intermed.ia takea too narrow ot a view. The bypass restriction aet 
forth in Order Ro. 16804 provides that "IXCs shall not be permitted 
to conatruct facilities to bypaaa the LBCa unless it can be 
demonatrated that the LBC cannot otter the facilities at a 
competitive price and in a timely manner.• The purpose of the 
bypu• prohibiti on in Order No. 16804 was to protect local exchange 
switched ace••• and local exchange special access !rom uneconomic 
facilitiea bypass. 

Accordingly, Intermedia has not raised a material and relevant 
point of fact or law that was overlooked or which the Commission 
failed to conaider when it rendered the portion ot its Order 
regarding the bypaaa restriction. Therefore, staff recarmends that 
Intermedia • • motion tor reconsideration should be denied as to this 
issue. 

V. LIQISIATryl nrt'JNT 

Intermed.ia arguea that Chapter 364 has the ove rarc hing goal ot 
fostering competition and then cla~ t hat the Commission 's 
interpretation of Chapter 364.337 is anticompetitive and contrary 
to the statute in general . Intermedia is merely rearguing its 
position aet forth on pages 18 and 26 ot its posthearing brief, 
which the Commiaaion contemplated but nonetheless rejected by its 
ultimate holding . Further, it is a well -established rule of 
statutory conetruction that specific statutory provisions control 
over the more general proviaions . Fletcher y. Fletcher, 573 So . 2d 
941 (Fla. 1st DCA, l.991) Staff agrees with Southern Bell's 
statement that the general policy ot Chapter 364 of pr""''\oting 
competition cannot override the language ot the statutory provision 
that directly and apecifi~ally applies . 

Accordingly, Intermedia has not raised a material and releva nt 
point of tact or law that waa overlooked or which the Commission 
failed to conaider. Therefore , a taft recOII'IDends that Intermedia' s 
motion tor reconsideration ahould be denied as to this issue . 
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v. CQNPLICT WITB rcc 

Teleport also contends that the Commission's order may be in 
confl ict with the FCC's switched access expanded interconnection 
policies. If the COmmission's Order is not changed, Teleport is 
concerned that once a consumer places an intrastate long distance 
call two things could happen. First, if the only trunks available 
to complete those calls are Feature Groups provisioned from a 
collocation arraugeawnt, the LBC may block those calls, which would 
not be consistent with public interest. Second, the LBCs could 
require that all IXCs that use AAV facilities must have their 
intrastate ••itched ace••• call• CCXQPleted over separate 
connectiou wbich could only be purchased from the LBC. Teleport 
contends tbat this would create clear discrimination since the 
LBC's switcbecS access CU8tomers would be permitted t-::> combine their 
interstate and intrastate traffic on the same facility while the 
AAV's customers would not. 

Initially, staff notes that there is no e.xpress order of 
preemption from the FCC of intrastate interconnection. The 
Coamission is not bound by the FCC's expanded interconnection 

. decision. Staff further notes that the Coamission's decision is 
essentially consistent as a whole with the FCC's decision. 
Finally, the COIIIIIli.ssion is bound by Flor:lda Statutes. Sections 
36 •. 335 and 36 •• 337 specifically limdt the services which an AAV 
can provide, as discussed by the Commission in the Order. Thus, 
Teleport' & concerns fail because AAVs are prohibited by statute 
from providing these serv~ces. 

Thus, staff believes that the Motions for Reconsideration by 
Teleport and Intermedia should be denied. Neither motion raises a 
material and relevant point of fact or law which was overlooked or 
which the Commission failed to consider when it rendered the order 
in the first instance. 
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JIIQI ta Should this docket be closed? 

. ...~· I ~ tt I I No. 

1J117 I"&JIIIa This docket should remain open pending resolution 
ot Phase I. 
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